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Abstract The impact of dimensionality of soft-demappers is investigated for probabilistic shaping in
systems with short-memory correlated nonlinearities. Simple instantaneous nonlinearity compensation
is proposed, significantly improving the performance of a low-complexity 1D demapper.
Introduction
Probabilistic shaping in combination with softdecision (SD) forward error correction (FEC) has
been considered as an important technology for
high-capacity coherent fiber-optical communication systems, rapidly evolving from an early research proposal[1] to realizable[2] and commercial[3] technology. Probabilistic shaping can be
integrated into bit-interleaved coded modulation
(BICM) systems using the probabilistic amplitude
shaping (PAS) framework[1] . This allows low implementation complexity, while offering additional
gains via optimized signaling schemes for improved energy efficiency or nonlinear tolerance[4] .
Recently, it was shown that practical finitelength probabilistic shaping can offer considerable nonlinear gain in addition to linear shaping gain[5],[6] , especially, in short-memory fiber
links subject to strongly correlated nonlinear
noise[7]–[9] . In particular, the advantage of shortlength shaping was demonstrated using Huffmancoded sphere shaping (HCSS) in extended-reach
single-span links[8],[9] . The highest gain is observed for 4D symbol mapping, which results in
a single shaped sequence being mapped onto
all 4 quadratures of the signal concurrently, and
therefore benefits from 4D soft-demapping at the
receiver[10] . 4D demappers allow consideration
of advanced noise statistics with correlation between dimensions, which may also provide performance gains in highly nonlinear links[11],[12] .
In this work, we study the impact of the dimensionality of mismatched soft-demappers with advanced noise statistics on the achievable information rate (AIR) of probabilistically shaped signals. Transmission performance is characterized
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in an extended-reach single-span link, where the
signal is impacted by strongly correlated nonlinearities and the optimal 4D shaped signal mapping is used. We then analyze the relative performance of instantaneous nonlinearity compensation on the low-complexity demappers.
Mismatched Soft-Demapping
In BICM systems, soft-demapping is used to calculate reliabilities of bits corresponding to the received symbols in the form of log-likelihood ratios
(LLRs), which are then used for SD-FEC decoding to recover the transmitted information. Typically, the true channel is not known and softdemapping is preformed based on simplified auxiliary channel assumptions, which we refer to
as mismatched soft-demapping. The common
choice for an auxiliary channel is the memoryless
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel,
modeled as[11] :
fY |X (y|x0 ) =

exp(− 21 (y − x0 )T Σ−1 (y − x0 ))
p
, (1)
(2π)d |Σ|

where d is the dimensionality of the channel, Σ is
a d × d covariance matrix (|Σ| is its determinant),
y is the received symbol, and x0 represents the
centroid of the received symbols y corresponding
to the transmitted symbol x. LLRs for binary labels Bi (i = 1, . . . , m) of the received symbol are
calculated by the soft-demapper as:
P
0
x∈X1,i fY |X (y|x )PX (x)
LLRi = log P
,
(2)
0
x∈X0,i fY |X (y|x )PX (x)
where X1,i and X0,i are the subsets of constellation X for Bi equal to 1 or 0, respectively; PX (x)
is the probablity mass function (PMF).
An auxiliary channel allows various options for
noise statistics calculations for soft-demapping,
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Fig. 1: Impact of soft-demappers with mismatched PMF.

Tab. 1: Soft-demappers

Parameter

Type

Description

Dimensionality

1D
2D
4D

1D aux. ch. & centroids
2D aux. ch. & centroids
4D aux. ch. & centroids

Noise
statistics

CS
VPD
CG

circularly symmetric
variances per dimension
correlated Gaussian

Covariance
type

AC
SC

average covariance
symbol-wise covariance

the simplest of which is a circularly symmetric (CS) statistics, whereby the covariance matrix is the identity matrix multiplied by an average noise variance. Another option is to define
noise variances per dimension (VPD) neglecting
cross-correlations, in which case, the covariance
matrix is diagonal with variances per dimension.
An advanced approach is to calculate correlated
Gaussian (CG) noise statistics where the full covariance matrix is defined. Furthermore, we distinguish two cases: when covariance matrices
are defined per all constellation symbols (average covariance, AC) or per each symbol separately (symbol-wise covariances, SC). The softdemapper parameters are summarized in Tab. 1.
Mismatched PMF: Soft-demapping requires
that symbol likelihoods are conditioned on the
probability distribution of the signal.
When
asymptotically large shaping sequences are
used, it is valid to consider the different symbols
comprising a sequence as independent and identically distributed. However, as the length of the
shaping sequence is reduced, this approach becomes increasingly inaccurate. While the full calculation of symbol likelihoods for finite sequence
lengths is conditioned on the symbol and all other
symbols which comprise the sequence, this approach is computationally equivalent to maximum
likelihood detection of shaped sequences, and
negates the powerful advantages of the PAS architecture.
We examine the impact of using soft-

demappers with mismatched PMFs for shaped
signals in the AWGN channel by numerical
simulation using HCSS[9] with shaping rate of
1.75 b/Amp and 4D symbol mapping based on
DP-64QAM; and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
12.5 dB. Three soft-demappers are compared: 1D
(where the 1D PMF is calculated using only the
frequency of symbols in the entire set of shaping
sequences), 2D and 4D (where PMFs are calculated using the frequency of pairs and 4-tuples of
symbols in the set of sequences). All demappers
are based on auxiliary channels of corresponding
dimensionality with CS statistics according to (1).
Fig. 1(c) shows the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence of 1D and 2D PMFs in relation to the
4D PMF as a function of shaping length. The
divergence reduces with shaping length, i.e., it
is significant at short shaping length and converges at longer lengths. The performance in
terms of AIR and corresponding penalties in relation to the 4D case can be seen in Fig. 1(a) and
(b), where considerable AIR penalty is observed
only at shorter shaping lengths, while for longer
lengths the penalty is negligible.
Auxiliary Channel Dimensionality: Further, we
investigate the impact of using different softdemappers in terms of dimensionality and noise
statistics in an experimental nonlinear fiber channel, as shown in Fig. 2. The experimental data
are obtained in an extended-reach single-span
link[9] , where 9 channels at 56 GBd were propagated over 200 km of standard single-mode fiber;
the signaling scheme is HCSS with shaping rate
of 1.75 b/Amp and 4D symbol mapping based on
DP-64QAM. We consider a 1D AC-CS demapper
(1D centroids), 2D AC-VPD and SC-CG demappers (2D centroids), and 4D AC-VPD and SC-CG
demappers (4D centroids). Since a mismatched
PMF does not introduce considerable penalty, we
fixed the PMF for all demappers to be the 1D PMF
(2D and 4D PMFs are the products of 1D PMF).
Figs. 3(a) and (b) show AIR as functions of
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup for 200 km single-span transmission[9] .
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Fig. 3: Impact of dimensionality of auxiliary channels. (b)-(c) insets: AIR gain wrt. 1D demapper w/o NLin comp.

launch power (for a shaping length of L = 48) and
shaping length (at an optimal launch power), respectively. In Fig. 3(a) individual data points represent measured experimental data, and smooth
lines represent the data fit, while in Fig. 3(b) AIRs
at optimal launch powers are based on the fitted data. Fig. 3(a) shows that the 2D and 4D
demappers can achieve substantial gain over the
1D demapper in the nonlinear regime; for L = 48,
the 2D AC-VPD demapper provides AIR gain of
0.025 b/4D and an additional 0.02 b/4D with CG
statistics, while the 4D AC-VPD demapper gives
0.045 b/4D gain and an extra 0.03 b/4D gain with
CG statistics. The gain is higher in the highly
nonlinear regime, while in the linear regime it
becomes negligible, implying that the impact of
transceiver imperfections is negligible in our system. Also, from Fig. 3(b) we observe that the gain
from 2D/4D demappers is decreased at shorter
shaping length (i.e., for the 4D SC-CG demapper and L = 8, the gain is 0.055 b/4D, while for
L = 160, the gain is 0.1 b/4D), which can be explained by the overall increased nonlinear tolerance of short-length shaping[9] .
Instantaneous Nonlinearity Compensation
To mitigate the impact of nonlinearities, we use
intensity dependent instantaneous nonlinearity
compensation, as follows: E∗0 = E∗ exp (−iαP ),
where P = |Ex |2 + |Ey |2 , E∗ is the optical field
at x/y-polarizations and α is the nonlinear parameter to be optimized at every launch power and
shaping length. Fig. 3(c) shows the performance
in terms of AIR of the soft-demappers after non-

linearity compensation. Substantial gains are observed, especially, for the 1D AC-VPD demapper.
The impact of varying centroid dimensionality is
significantly reduced, i.e., at L = 48 for the 1D
demapper the AIR is improved by 0.035 b/4D and
the difference to the 2D AC-VPD demapper becomes negligible, while the 4D VPD demapper
provides only a small gain of 0.015 b/4D. Nevertheless, the use of CG statistics provides considerable gain. We note due to more significant
nonlinear distortions at longer shaping lengths,
the gain from nonlinearity compensation is higher
(0.045 b/4D at L = 160 for the 1D demapper).
Discussion and Conclusions
We have analyzed various mismatched softdemappers for systems suffering from strongly
correlated nonlinearity. A mismatched PMF for
probabilistic shaping with 4D symbol mapping
has negligible impact at practical shaping lengths,
allowing a low-complexity 1D demapper. However, in the presence of strongly correlated nonlinearity, increasing the dimension of the demapper auxiliary channel provides significant gain
by considering the centroids deviations and advanced symbol-wise noise statistics. Alternately,
low-complexity nonlinearity compensation can be
used to mitigate the centroid deviations, and
significantly improve the performance of a 1D
demapper.
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